Short Term Mission Trip Information
A trip could be anywhere from 5-8 days with 4-8 people. Anything less than 5 days would not
be worth it because the group would not be able to experience all the aspects of the project and
would feel rushed the entire time. We are not able to house/handle more than 8 people right now
because of our housing/truck space and no less than 4 people because of the hands we need to get
the work done. Just a general itinerary looks something like this:
Sat-Sat
Sat---arrive in San Pedro Sula and drive up to the mountains. We would eat supper in the
mountains have a devotional and go to sleep
Sun---wake up see the work site/my house maybe ride around town to show you around, go to
church at 7:00-9:00 at night. Church in the morning is usually just a small devotional and then a
meeting.
Mon---work building filters
Tues---building filters and washing sand
Wed---going to install filters and washing sand if needed for the next day
Thurs-- installing filters. Small home group meeting with people from church
Friday--- leaving to go back to San Pedro by 10:30 to go to the market in the afternoon
Sat---fly out
If the trip is one or two days less then we would cut out a building day or installing day or both.
Of course if a trip is Sun-Sat or Mon-Sat there would be no church service. You could also have
a trip leaving or returning any other day of the week. Also, things down here are determined by
the weather (rain or not) and water (if we have it or not) and electricity. Things could change
and probably will.

Prices
8 people ---$80 a person per day
7 people---$85 a person per day
6 people---$90 a person per day
5 people---$95 a person per day
4 people---$110 a person per day
Sat-Sat is a 7 day trip because the two Sat are half days
Sun-Sat is 6 days
Etc.
What this would pay for = the materials cost for the filters, rental car, gas, food, and lodging.
What this does not pay for = plane ticket, souvenirs, snacks that you might want to buy during
the day, insurance, and the dinner in San Pedro Sula the last night before the group leaves the
next day.

All of these numbers are based on the group renting one vehicle and staying in the hotel in San
Pedro Sula one night. If these were to change, the prices would also change.

Medicine/Vaccines
•
•
•

If you take prescription medicine, make sure the bottle has your name on it and you
should be good to bring any medicine you need
Many people like to get a prescription for Cipro from their doctor “just in case” and some
even take a Cipro a day to prevent of any sickness that might come their way.
We do not offer advice or suggestions of what vaccines to take except for making sure
your tetanus shot is up to date. We also suggest people look at government CDC website
to see what they suggest and decide for yourself which shots you might need.
http://wwwnc.cdc.gov/travel/destinations/traveler/none/honduras

Contact Info for Joel in Honduras
Phone number:
Calling from the USA: 011-504-9809-3321(my phone) or 011-504-9982-7119 (my wife, Maite’s
phone)
Address:
Joel Aycock
Barrio La Brisa del Rio
El Paraiso, Copan, Honduras
(we do not have house numbers)
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